Amit Sheen - resume
Hey guys, nice to meet you.
I'm a full-stack coder with an extensive experience in characterizing and developing
advanced client-side applications, and a special affection for gamification of complex
systems. I'm also a gadget freak, game maker, Sci-Fi enthusiast, autodidact, a
wannabe musician, and a former chef.

Work experience:

.

 www.AmitSh.com
 052 - 50 22 333
 mail@AmitSh.com
 Linkedin.com/in/amit-sheen

Apr 2017 - Present

Self employed (freelance coder & tech consulting)
Developing unique applications and web interfaces for various companies, start-ups, and individuals.
During my time as a freelance, I have built MVPs for stratup companies like Wis2Biz and img.G, developed
web moduls for clients such as Ayalon, HomeDiet, and Bcount, and advised several startups like LiveTrip,
Rewizit, WeConn, Maaglim, and more. (Full recommendations will be provided upon request)
Aug 2016 - 2017

Picard (founder)
With Picard, you can safely share and display images online - using a unique patented technology that
displays a clear image, but prevents the viewer from saving, downloading, and even capturing the image.
It is the only available solution that utilizes an optical illusion to protect images online, stops the image theft
at its core, and keeps the image completely secure.

I am...
 A problem solver
 A professional
 A team player
 An autodidact

I have...
 An initiative approach

Jan 2014 - Aug 2016

 An uncompromising integrity

zigrow (co-founder/CTO)

 Interpersonal skills

We help cannabis growers maximize the plants' yield, by monitoring, analyzing, and improving their grow
process, thereby allowing any grower to achieve the best possible results, even without any previous
experience, while using less effort and minimal expense.
zigrow merges hardware, software and knowledge to create one comprehensive solution that provides
indoor cannabis growers with a wide selection of advance services, and makes sure their plants grow
stronger, bigger and more fruitful than ever before.
Aug 2013 - Apr 2015

 Positive attitude

I can do...
 Coding
 R&D

Green&Brown (web and app developer)

 Project management

A small boutique company that specializes in developing challenging projects that require a lot of attention
to detail and end-to-end service.

 Design / UI/UX

Previous positions:
Mar 2011 - Aug 2013

magiClass (brand manager and web developer)

I'm good at:
HTML
CSS
JavaScript

Mar 2010 - Oct 2010

Blazer (sales manager)

PHP

Before 2010

MySQL

I completed my military service in 2002 as a first sergeant in the 460th Brigade, passed a full year course in
the Culinary Arts on behalf of the Ministry of Labor and functioned for several years as a cook/chef in a
number of kitchens in the Tel Aviv area. after that, I had various sales positions and low/mid level
management roles in companies like Bezeq, AScom, Yellow Pages, and more.

Why work with me?
First off, I love what I do, and proud of it. I'm agile, versatile, learn fast, and work faster. Besides, people say
I'm a pretty nice guy, it's up to you to prove them wrong.

Construct (2/3)
Photoshop

Languages:
 Hebrew
 English

